GeoBubble Solar
Summer Solar Covers and Rollers

Enjoy a warmer pool...
using a Geo Summer Cover...

Take advantage of early Spring sunny days
... extend the warmth of summer
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enjoy your pool

What is a summer pool cover?
The summer pool cover captures free heat from the sun, heats the water during the day and avoids heat loss at night. Summer
cover extends your bathing season. It stops the evaporation of water and allows real economy on treatment products, protecting
your pool from dirt (insects, debris, leaves), it also plays a signicant role in the maintenance of your pool.

Why Us?
…not all swimming pool summer covers are the same!
The GeoBubble material uses a new unique bubble shape that specically takes into account the
typically harsh swimming pool environment. More resistant to chemical and UV attack than the
traditional bubble shape, GeoBubble materials have a 25% longer lifespan, setting a new quality
benchmark for all swimming pool bubble cover materials.
Scientically designed to be more resistant to chemical and UV attack for longer than a traditional shape
bubble cover, and as a result the expected lifespan of GeoBubble materials will increase by 25%+
GeoBubble’s unique features and benets:
• Unique patented design of two bubbles joined together by a structural waistline centre section.
• No sharp corners that could result in thin or weak points in the design.
• No stress points due to the bubble’s smooth interconnected curves.
• 50% thicker than a traditional bubble material.
• Increased resilience against UV rays and chemical attack.
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Advantages of using a GeoBubble Technocogy Cover...
Increase pool temperature by up to 8°C
Reduce chemical consumption
by up to 40%
Reduce energy consumption
by up to 70%
Eliminate water evaporation by 98%+
Reduce debris contamination
Save money
6 year + expected lifespan
Reduce the carbon footprint of your pool
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Summer GeoBubble Solar Pool Cover
Eliminate Water Evaporation by 98%

©

With a GeoBubble Solar pool cover you will be able to eliminate water evaporation by over
98%, thus greatly reducing your water consumption and your water charges, as well as saving a
vital natural resource. Research carried out proved that the evaporation loss for an average
sized pool, 4m x 8m, is approximately 40,000 litres per year.

Reduce Debris Contamination
Debris such as leaves, dirts, insects and bird droppings are not only unsightly in a pool but also
provide nutrients for algae and bacteria to feed on. When the pool is covered these
contaminants will be kept out of the water, greatly improving the quality and appearance of the
water.

Eliminate water
evaporation by 98%

Save Money
A GeoBubble Solar pool cover will save money by reducing water evaporation and saving
energy. The GeoBubble Solar pool cover will typically pay for itself in less than a year.

Warranty
The GeoBubble Solar pool cover has a 4 year pro rata warranty.

Retain heat

Environmental Benets
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By reducing the amount of energy needed to heat and lter your pool water, a GeoBubble Solar
pool cover will greatly reduce your CO2 footprint. It also conserves water and, at the end of its
life, a GeoBubble Solar pool cover is 100% recyclable.

Characteristics of GeoBubble Solar pool cover
Solar energy gain

Polyethylene Film
U.V. Protection
Coloring
Thermal Properties
Cold Crack Temperature
Thickness Sol+Guard
Thickness Sol GeoBubble
Weight per m²
Overall Bubbles Width
Welding Edges

Dual-Extruded
140 kLys/yrs 0.9% Additive
180 kLys/yrs 1.2% Additive
1% Actual
Vicat Softening Point (1kg) 93°C
-25°C
500 Microns
400 Microns
460gms +/- 10%
2000mm / 2500mm +/- 1%
30mm +/- 10%

GeoBubble Solar 500 / Sol+Guard
Transparent Light Blue
500 microns

GeoBubble Solar 400
Blue 400 microns

Our company can design and produce any pool cover based on your needs and demands faster than
anyone at our own facilities in Cyprus.

GeoBubble Solar Standard

GeoBubble Solar Luxe

GeoBubble Solar Deluxe

GeoBubble Solar Super Dlx

Welded assembly only to the
dimensions of the pool.

Welded assembly.
Reinforced fabric sewn along the
edges of both widths, edging
strips on both long sides (strictly
rectangular covers only), eyelets
every 0,50m on one width and at
each corner.

As Luxe type, but with
reinforced fabric sewn along all
the edges.

As Deluxe type but with 1,50 m long
straps on the roller side, PVC plus
foam leading edge for buoyancy and
drawstrings.
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Accessories for your GeoBubble Solar Pool Cover...
LxW

BASIC Roller Covers

In-ground
pools

≤ 16 x 8 m

The BASIC roller covers have telescopic tubes that can be adjusted,
making it easy to adapt quickly to the exact width of your pool.
BASIC roller covers allow simple and quick assembly and have two
stands (BASIC FIXED), or two casters with solid tyres (BASIC
MOBILE), allowing an easy sliding as well as an excellent stability.

•

Protect your pool cover from permanent solar damage when rolled up

•

Reduce the temperature of a stored pool cover by over 30 °C

•

Lengthen the life of your pool cover

•

Available in 1m width x length of roller
Reective Storage Cover
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